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Summary:
¾

The Beast Belt is designed for weightlifters of all types to assist in Weight Training

¾

The Beast Belt is a “work of art” hand-crafted by Bob Morris to his meticulous standards

¾

Handpicked premium materials, superb detailing, old-fashioned quality craftsmanship

¾

An absolutely amazing value you’ll be proud to own and show-off to friends & family

¾

Although The Beast belt is not competition legal, it provides great support for training

You’ve Tried the Rest…Now Try the Best
Bob Morris is THE main man behind Morris Manufacturing and he is the original creator
of the 4” wide Powerbelt! Bob’s Belts (www.bobsbelts.com) located in Pahrump,
Nevada is not only the pioneer of the “Powerbelt,” but more extraordinarily, Bob has
been hand-making these customizable weight lifting belts (or works of art) for over 35
years! At some point in your life you’ve probably tried one of those other inferior mass
produced flimsy training belts. Chances are they certainly didn’t fit you well, and were
not built with the proper materials to really give you the support you required to make
those big lifts safely. When you purchase a belt from Bob’s Belts, I can assure you that
will never happen. That’s because their web site is going to tell you specifically how to
measure your waist size as well as select a belt for the type of lifting you perform. You’ll
also notice preferences regarding single or double buckle, what style of belt will suit your
needs, and color and personalization options. If unsure about any part of the ordering
process, simply give them a call at (775) 209-2847. They do this all the time!

Bob’s Belts - Made in the Good Ol’ USA
All belts are “Made in the USA” by Bob from the highest quality leathers, hand made
buckles and nylon stitching. In fact, the single prong buckle design in my gorgeous Royal
Blue Beast belt is made from seamless stainless steel so even the moving roller will not
rust. The Beast belt is 5 inches wide and is ½ thick and Bob uses really tough and durable
high quality nylon stitching throughout the belt—it’s guaranteed not to fray. The leather
used is all Bull Hide with superior suede finishes (I just said Bull in a sentence without being
derogatory). If you think you can’t afford to own one, think again…most belts are very
reasonably priced ranging from about $99 to about $129. Even with all the custom work I
had done on my belt, the total was under $150. Your biggest decision will be deciding
amongst the plethora of color choices. By the way, the 2-tone and 3-tone color belts are
totally hot!

The World’s Finest Weight Lifting Belts
I should mention that Bob was a big time competitive Powerlifter in his hey day and
knows exactly what you’re looking for in a belt…which is precisely why he started Bob’s
Belts! When you visit www.bobbelts.com and click on the “Power Belts” category at top,
you will begin to understand why there are so many belt choices due to different types of
weight training exercises, and support activities for which you may need a belt. You’ll
even find specialty belts for benching, squatting and deadlifting (deadlifitng: is that
something we bodybuilders are supposed to be doing?). If you are a serious powerlifter,
make sure to inquire about their expert competition belts. By the way, Bob told me their
best seller is the Original 4” Powerbelt.

The Muscleman of Technology Meets The Beast
When you first take your belt out of the box, your nose falls in love with that fresh new
leather smell—then your eyes behold your beautiful new belt. I couldn’t stop looking up
and down, inside and out, at the stitching and thick beefy high quality materials. The
elegant custom embroidery work done on my Beast belt is legendary—take a look at the
picture below to see how Bob stitched my MrBicep web site directly into the back of the
belt! They will do just about anything you want including names, initials, designs and
logos. Before you start using your new belt, just like a new leather baseball glove, it will
require a brief break-in period. I could barely get my Beast into the second notch as the
thick leather is so stiff. About a month later, I can now easily go to the 4th and 5th hole.
For more information about the Bob’s Belts and Morris Manufacturing, be sure to visit
their web site at: www.bobsbelts.com
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